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pence a dozen, cotton included. In certain " ma-
hullahs " (quarters) of the town you will see all the
women doing this work ; in another part of the town
they are all occupied with knitting socks, in another
cigarette-making is the fashion. Each mahullah
seems to have its own style of work for the women,
to which it adheres more or less.
In one house where I visit, a basin of delicious
66 lebban " is always set before me. We all sit on the
floor round a diminutive table about five inches
high, and each one being provided with a wooden
spoon dips out the lebban from the central dish.
This lebban makes a delicious food in the hot
weather. It is made something after the same
manner as "junket," only lebban is more tart and
acid. Eaten with grated cucumbers, it makes a
very refreshing salad. Fortunately for me, I can
eat and, as a rule, thoroughly enjoy native food.
In fact, I often prefer it to our own, for almost all
attempts at European cookery by native cooks are
decided failures. My husband, on the other hand,
cannot indulge in this respect, the excessive fat
used being too much for his digestive powers.
But to return to our ladies. Not only do I visit
in the hareems of the towns, but the hareems very
often pay me a visit at our house. The poorer class
of women come very freely, and they know that they
are always welcome. We have a room specially set
apart for women visitors, so that they may feel quite
safe from any men servants who might happen to
be about. The higher-class ladies do not come so
frequently, the idea being that the more strictly
they keep to their own hareem, the more select and

